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Inserting malicious sub-circuits that may destroy a logical circuit or provide leakage of confidential information from 

a system containing the logical circuit demands detection of such sub-circuits followed their masking if possible. We 

suggest a method of finding a set of sequential circuit nodes in which Trojan Circuits (TC) may be inserted. After 

simulating the sequential circuit on the proper input sequences we may find TC if it is present and mask it by the special 

sub-circuit. The method is based on applying the precise (not heuristic) random estimations of internal nodes control-

lability and observability calculated with using a structural description of the combinational part of the sequential cir-

cuit. These estimations are computed with applying a State Transition Graph (STG) description, if we suppose that  

TC may be inserted out of the working area (out of the specification) of the sequential circuit. In addition the algorithms 

of transfer sequence detection for a set of internal states are used. Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams  

(ROBDDs) for the combinational part and its fragments are applied for getting both the estimations and transfer se-

quences by means of operations on ROBDDs. It is known that these operations have a polynomial complexity. Note 

that if TCs are inserted out of the working area, they cannot be detected both under verification and testing in the 

working area. Techniques of masking TCs are proposed. The experimental results on ISCAS and MCNC benchmarks 

show applicability of the approach. Masking sub-circuits overhead is appreciated.  

Keywords: sequential circuits; controllability and observability of combinational circuit nodes; State Transition Graph 

(STG); Malicious circuit (Trojan Circuit); Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (ROBDD); working area. 

 

The enhanced utilization of outsourcing services for a part of VLSIs (Intellectual Property cores, repro-

gramming components based on FPGA and so on) to cut VLSI cost increases risk of inserting Trojan Circuits 

(TCs) that may destroy VLSI or provide leakage of confidential information [1–3]. TCs as a rule act in rare 

operation situations, therefore they are not detectable neither during VLSI verification nor VLSI testing.  

TC consists of two parts. Trojan trigger is switched on when the certain combination of signals appears on  

TC inputs. Trojan payload is operation unit that is switched on by trigger sub-circuit. It is necessary to detect 

such malicious sub-circuits and, if possible, to mask their actions. It is important to be more precise in finding 

circuit nodes suitable for inserting TC. 

In [4] a vulnerability analysis of circuits is performed at the behavioral level. In this paper a similar 

analysis is done at the gate level. It means that our proposed technique achieves detection rates that are not 

affected by synthesis and optimizations. 

Design-for-Trust (DFTr) techniques are proposed in [5]. Here prevention schemes based on inserting 

extra circuitry for obscuring the circuit at different levels of design abstraction making the reverse-engineering 

at the foundry difficult are presented. 

One of solutions is Split Manufacturing [6] that means segregation of fabrication steps among different 

foundries. These techniques can incorporate reconfigurable logic along with standard logic [7]. 

In [8], authors proposed an automated low-overhead online methodology to aid in the detection of TCs. 

They focus on the detection of small TC instances (with less than five logic gates) that cause logic malfunction 

on activation through rare internal logic conditions. These conditions are determined by using heuristic esti-

mations of controllability. The main advantage of the proposed technique is that the impact of the activated 
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TC need not propagate all the way to the primary output for the checker to detect it. This feature guarantees 

that a TC instance is detected as soon as it is triggered, independent of whether the logic malfunction caused 

by the TC actually propagates to the primary output. 

In [9] Functional Analysis for Nearly-unused Circuit Identification (FANCI) tool is suggested. It flags 

suspicious wires in design, which have the potential to be malicious. FANCI uses approximate Boolean func-

tional analysis to detect these wires. 

In this paper in contrast with [8, 9] detection of suspicious nodes is based on using precisely calculated 

random estimations of controllability and observability of a combinational part internal node. The suggested 

approach guarantees finding all internal states (compactly represented by ROBDD) that may provide triggering 

the node. The approach is oriented to a threat model when the designer in a design house is untrusted.  

The estimations calculations like those in [8, 9] are based on using structural description of the combinational 

part. In this paper representation of the sequential circuit behavior by State Transition Graph (STG) is addi-

tionally used. The calculations are executed with operations on Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams 

(ROBDDs, further just BDDs). The algorithms of transfer sequence detection for a set of internal states are 

also based on using BDD operations and directed toward BDD simplification. Techniques of masking TCs are 

proposed. The experimental results on benchmarks illustrate applicability of the suggested approach and show 

that overhead for masking TC may be rather small. 

In Section II techniques of precise calculation of controllability and observability estimations for combina-

tional part nodes of a sequential circuit are briefly described. In Section III the way of calculation of precise control-

lability estimations for combinational part nodes out of working area is given. In Section IV possibilities of detecting 

transfer sequence for a set of internal states both without finding the sequence itself and with finding one sequence 

are discussed. In Section V the techniques of masking TC are proposed and experimental results are considered. 

 

1. Precise calculation of controllability and observability estimations  

with using structural combinational part description 
 

1(0)-controllability of an internal node is a possibility of delivering 1(0) value to it, observability is a 

possibility of observation of changing 1(0) value of an internal node on the proper circuit output. Precise cal-

culation of random controllability and observability estimations is based on using of the corresponding BDDs 

[10] and operations on them. These estimations are derived for pair of nodes connected with the input and the 

output of a TC, correspondingly. 

To calculate precisely 1(0)-controllability estimation for internal node v [11] of combinational part C 

we derive BDD Rcont(1) (Rcont(0)) using the combinational circuit which output is pole v, and inputs coincide 

with circuit C inputs. (Rcont(0) is obtained from Rcont(1) by permutation of terminal nodes. 

To calculate precisely observability estimation for internal node v [11] of combinational part С and the 

proper circuit output we derive first BDD R(Cv) for sub-circuit Cv. The sub-circuit corresponds to the proper 

circuit C output and is obtained from circuit C under the condition that internal node v is an input of sub-circuit 

Cv [10]. During construction of BDD R(Cv) variable v is chosen as the first variable of the decomposition.  

It means that BDD R(Cv) root is marked by variable v. 

Let BDD R(Cv) implements function f. We derive from R(Cv)) BDDs 0( )vR f  , )( 1vfR  which roots are 

children nodes of R(Cv) root. These BDDs implement functions 0vf  and 1vf  accordingly. Multiplications

)()( 10  vv fRfR , )()( 01  vv fRfR  are executed and results are merged being represented by BDD obsR : 

 
obsR = )()( 10  vv fRfR   )()( 01  vv fRfR .                                 (1) 

Getting )( 0vfR , ( )( 1vfR ) from )( 0vfR , ( )( 1vfR ) is reduced to permutation of terminal nodes of 

the corresponding BDDs. Note that BDD operations have a polynomial complexity. 

Calculating precise controllability and observability estimations we suppose that 1 value probabilities 

of all input variables are equal to ½. Using BDDs Rcont(1) and Robs we calculate 1 controllability and observa-

bility random estimations for node v. 
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Probability )(p  of 1 value of Boolean function  , corresponding to a BDD internal node  is calcu-

lated with using probabilities )( 0


ixp , )( 1


ixp  of 1 values of functions 0


ix  and 1


ix , corresponding  

to children nodes of node in the following way (node   is marked by variable ix ):  

)()()()()( 01 



  ii x

i
x

i pxppxpp . 

Moving from 1 terminal node of the corresponding BDD with using the above mentioned formula for 

internal nodes we reach the BDD root. As a result random estimations of 1(0)-controllability or observability 

are calculated. 

Thus random estimations are obtained by using a structural description of a combinational part. But 

the behavior of this part as a rule is wider than the working area represented by a State Transition Graph 

(STG). The point is that a TC may be triggered just out of the working area (out of the specification). If we 

know the STG description (the specification) from which the combinational part of the sequential circuit is 

obtained, we may calculate precisely random estimations of controllability out of the working area. As for 

precise random observability estimations they are always calculated by using only structural description of 

the combinational part. 

 

2. Deriving precise controllability estimations out of working area 

 

Let a behavior of a sequential circuit be represented by STG. To derive a sequential circuit we have to 

encode internal states of STG. As a result we get system of incompletely specified Boolean functions. Chang-

ing this system for completely specified Boolean functions system we facilitate possibilities of TCs inserting. 

The matter is that getting minimized system of completely specified Boolean functions we, as a rule, increase 

both set-off and set-on area of these functions in comparison with the system of incompletely specified Boolean 

functions. As a result the full states (depending on input and state variables) that are out of the working area 

(it is represented by STG) appear. These full states cannot be reachable during sequential circuit verification 

and testing in the working area. If these full states are used for triggering TC, then we cannot detect TC in 

above mentioned way. We suggest calculate 1(0)-controllability precise estimations for internal nodes out of 

the working area. 

STG is known to be a description of Finite State Machine behavior in which symbols of input and output 

alphabets are encoded. Consider an example of STG (Table 1). 

Here x1, x2, x3 – input variables of the circuit and y1, y2, y3 – output variables. Columns of the table are 

derived into 4 sections. The first section represents input cubes (ternary vectors). The second section represents 

internal states. The third section represents next internal states. The forth section represents output vectors. 

After encoding internal states by 1-hot code (in our example), we derive system F of incompletely specified 

Boolean functions (Table 2). The table is also divided into 4 sections. The second and the third sections repre-

sent encoded internal states. 

Table  1   

State Transition Graph 

x1 x2 x3 q q' y1 y2 y3 

0  −  −  

−  0  –  

1  1  –  

1  

1  

1  

1  

1  

2  

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

1 0 1 

−  −  0  

−  −  1  

2  

2  

2  

3  

0 1 1 

1 1 1 

1  0  −  

0  −  −  

−  1  −  

3  

3  

3  

3  

4  

4  

0 1 0 

1 1 0 

0 1 1 

−  −  0  

−  −  1  

4  

4  

4  

1  

0 1 1 

1 1 1 
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Table  2   

System of incompletely specified Boolean functions 

x1 x2 x3 z1 z2 z3 z4 z1' z2' z3' z4' y1 y2 y3 

0  −  −  

−  0  –  

1  1  –  

1  0  0  0  

1  0  0  0  

1  0  0  0  

1  0  0  0  

1  0  0  0  

0  1  0  0  

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

1 0 1 

−  −  0  

−  −  1  

0  1  0  0  

0  1  0  0  

0  1  0  0  

0  0  1  0  

0 1 1 

1 1 1 

1  0  −  

0  −  −  

−  1  −  

0  0  1  0  

0  0  1  0  

0  0  1  0  

0  0  1  0  

0  0  0  1  

0  0  0  1  

0 1 0 

1 1 0 

0 1 1 

−  −  0  

−  −  1  

0  0  0  1  

0  0  0  1  

0  0  0  1  

1  0  0  0  

0 1 1 

1 1 1 

Change symbol «0» in code words of internal states for symbol «−» (don’t care). As a result we obtain 

system F* of completely specified Boolean functions (Table 3). This minimization is possible because we use 

the unordered code (1-hot) for encoding of internal states [12−13]. 

Table  3    

System of completely specified Boolean functions 

x1 x2 x3 z1 z2 z3 z4 z1' z2' z3' z4' y1 y2 y3 

0  −  −  

−  0  –  

1  1  –  

1  −  −  −  

1  −  −  −  

1  −  −  −  

1  0  0  0  

1  0  0  0  

0  1  0  0  

0 0 1 

0 0 1 

1 0 1 

−  −  0  

−  −  1  

−  1  −  −  

−  1  −  −  

0  1  0  0  

0  0  1  0  

0 1 1 

1 1 1 

1  0  −  

0  −  −  

−  1  −  

−  −  1  −  

−  −  1  −  

−  −  1  −  

0  0  1  0  

0  0  0  1  

0  0  0  1  

0 1 0 

1 1 0 

0 1 1 

−  −  0  

−  −  1  

−  −  −1  

−  −  −1  

0  0  0  1  

1  0  0  0  

0 1 1 

1 1 1 

The system products represented by cubes of the first and the second sections depend on input and state 

variables. Columns of the third and the forth sections correspond to functions representing next states and 

outputs of the sequential circuit. Each function f* of system F* is presented by Sum of Products (SoP) origi-

nated by cubes of Table 3 marked with 1 values in the column corresponding to the function f* of this table. 

Table III is used to derive the sequential circuit comprising from gates. Let С be the combinational part of the 

sequential circuit obtained and v – internal pole (Fig. 1). 

Note that cubes corresponding to the first and the second columns of Table II represent the working area 

of the sequential circuit. Form the SoP from these cubes. Derive BDD wR  from the SoP. Let nwR  be an inver-

sion of wR . Then 1(0)-controllability for node v within working area may be calculated using BDDs: 

 Rcont w(1) = Rcont(1)Rw,                                                            (2) 

 Rcont w(0) = Rcont(0)Rw,                                                           (3) 

and 1(0)-controllability out of working area may be calculated using BDDs: 

 
Rcont nw(1) = Rcont(1)Rnw,                                                       (4) 

 
Rcont nw(0) = Rcont(0)Rnw.                                                            (5) 

If among internal nodes there exist ones for which 1(0)-controllability estimations seemed less than the 

threshold given, then these nodes are included into set V of suspicious nodes. If we consider that Trojan Circuits 

are inserted in working area, we derive random controllability estimations applying BDDs Rcont w(1) (Rcont w(0)). 

If we suppose that Trojan Circuits are inserted out of working area, we derive estimations applying Rcont nw(1) 

(Rcont nw(0)). If we have only structural description of sequential circuit and know nothing about circuit working 

area, we derive estimations applying Rcont(1) (Rcont (0)). 

If among internal nodes there exist ones for which the chosen 1(0)-controllability estimations seem less 

than the threshold given, then these nodes are included into set V of suspicious nodes. But if the chosen con-

trollability for node v is equal to 0, then node v is excluded from further consideration. 
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We may cut set V using precise estimation of node v* observability: node v* is connected with TC output. 

If the precise estimation of node v* observability is more than the proper threshold, we exclude corresponding 

node v from further consideration. We use the observability estimation if we know possible type of TC. 

Instead of full observability estimation described above we suggest using partial estimation applying  

ROBDDs derived by the following multiplications: )()( 01  vv fRfR , )()( 10  vv fRfR . The proposed partial 

estimations of observability for node v* correspond 0, 1 values of the proper combinational part output. 

Note that inserting TC changes values both on pole v* and the proper output. If partial observability 

estimation for v* is equal to 0, we exclude pole v from consideration. Otherwise BDDs used for calculating 

random estimations for poles v, v* may be applied for evidence of existence of an activating sequence providing 

malicious TC action and finding the sequence itself if it is necessary. 

Node v may be also excluded from consideration if there is no rather short transfer sequence triggering 

TC with input v and output v*. 
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Fig. 1. Combinational circuit С and pole v 

Illustrate getting the estimations of controllability and observability for node v and output y3 of circuit C 

(Fig. 1) obtained from Table 3. Construct corresponding BDDs. Let (1)cont
vR  be (1)contR  for node v (Fig. 2a), 

wR  be BDD representing working area described by Table 2 (Fig. 2b), and BDD 
3
( )y vR C  be R(Cv) for output y3 

(Fig. 2c). BDDs )( 0vfR , )( 1vfR  are represented by Fig. 3a, 3b. BDD 
3,

obs
v yR  is obtained by formula (1) 

(Fig. 3c). 

a)  b)   c)
 

Fig. 2. a) BDD (1)cont
vR ; b) BDD 

wR ; c) BDD 
3
( )y vR C  

a) b) c) 
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  a)  b)          c)
 

Fig. 3. a) BDD R(f v=0); b) BDD R(f v=1); c) BDD 
3,

obs
v yR  

BDDs for calculating 1(0)-controllability for node v within working area by formulae (2) and (3) are 

represented on Fig. 4a, 4b. Similarly BDDs for calculating 1(0)-controllability for node v out of working area 

by formulae (4) and (5) are constructed (Fig. 4c, 4d). 

     a)         b)        c)        d)
 

Fig. 4. a) BDD (1)cont w
vR ; b) BDD (0)cont w

vR ; c) BDD (1)cont nw
vR ; d) BDD (0)cont nw

vR  

Using these BDDs we calculate 1(0)-controllability and observability random estimations for node v 

and output y3: 

p(
3,

obs
v yR ) = ½  1 + ½  (½  1 + ½  0) = 0.75, 

p( (1)cont w
vR ) = ½  (½  (½  0 + ½  (½  1 + ½  0)) + ½  0) + ½  0 = 0.0625, 

p( (0)cont w
vR ) = ½  (½  (½  (½  0 + ½  1) + ½  0) + ½  (½  (½  1 + ½  0) + ½  0)) + ½  (½  (½  (½  1 + 

+ ½  0) + ½  0) + ½  0) = 0.1875, 

p ( (1)cont nw
vR ) = ½  (½  (½  (½  1 + ½  0) + ½  0) + ½  0) + ½  0 = 0.0625, 

p( (0)cont nw
vR ) = ½  (½  (½  0 + ½  (½  0 + ½  1)) + ½  (½  (½  0 + ½  1) + ½  1)) + ½  (½  (½  0 +  

+ ½  1) + ½  1) = 0.6875. 

 

3. Finding transfer sequences for a set of internal states 

 

Execute multiplication BDD Rcont nw (1) or Rcont nw (0) for node v and BDD 
obsR for node v*. The multi-

plication result is represented by BDD
fR . Here we consider that a TC is inserted out of working area (out of 

specification). 

a) b) c) d) 

a) b) c) 
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Products originated by paths from 
fR  root till 1 terminal pole represent sets of full states of sequential 

circuit. Reaching any state from these sets provides malicious action of TC. Select from 
fR  a set of internal 

states and form from them the proper SoP depending on state variables. Derive BDD 0sR  from the SoP.  

The BDD represents a set of internal states so that reaching any state from the set and applying the corresponding 

input Boolean vector (this vector always exists) provide malicious action TC. The procedure of finding existence 

evidence of a transfer sequence (the length is not more preset value l) for some state from a set presented by 

BDD 0sR is described in detail in [11]. In this algorithm we did not derive the sequence itself but only set up 

its existence. 

Calculations of controllability and observability estimations for internal nodes of structural combina-

tional part of sequential benchmark circuits (ISCAS’89) are executed. The Table 4 contains the initial infor-

mation about benchmark circuits: name of benchmark (Circuit), number of inputs (N_Is), number of outputs 

(N_Os), number of flip-flops (N_FFs) and number of gates (N_Gs). 

Table  4  

Benchmark circuits 

Circuit N_Is N_Os N_FFs N_Gs 

s298 3 6 14 119 

s1196 14 14 18 529 

s400 3 6 21 162 

s641 35 24 19 380 

s1488 8 19 6 653 

Results of calculations of length of the transfer sequences are shown in Table 5. The nodes with the 

smallest value of controllability (VC) are chosen among all internal nodes. Minimal observability (VO) for output 

nodes of the corresponding gates that have the smallest value of controllability on input node is calculated. 

Here we consider inserting TC when input of the gate is v and output of the gate is v*. 

 

Fig. 5. Inserting malicious sub-circuit 

The corresponding gates are candidate places where TCs may be inserted (Fig. 5). For such a gate  

the set of internal states which can be reached and used for TC activation is constructed and represented by  

the ROBDD. After that we built transfer sequence with length l (l  1000) for one of the internal states from 

the proper set. Lengths of transfer sequences are presented in the fifth column (L_S) in Table V. If for nodes 

v, v* transfer sequences has l > 1000 or has no transfer sequences at all, the node v has to be removed from 

suspicious nodes. In Table V we have three such nodes. 
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Table  5  

Experimental results 

Circuit Gate VC VO L_S 

s298 n95 0.03125 0.0664062 No transfer sequence 

 n40 0.03125 0.5 7 

 n139 0.125 0.138749 9 

 n25 0.125 0.5 7 

s1196 n439 0.000030516 0.249458 1 

 n438 0.000070569 0.497288 No transfer sequence 

 n335 0.000137322 0.49707 1 

s400 n35 0.015625 0.5 38 

 n146 0.0156564 0.0593154 37 

 n147 0.0309255 0.0402537 33 

 n65 0.5044682 0.5 9 

s641 n491 0.000012144 0.25 No transfer sequence 

 n486 0.00245458 0.5 4 

 n489 0.00310373 0.09375 4 

s1488 n589 0.00390625 0.0494067 15 

 n98 0.00582886 0.5 4 

 n636 0.00775146 0.5 3 

 n619 0.0078125 0.0340039 5 

Then we may find the transfer sequence itself for each node of the obtained set V using algorithm [14]. 

This algorithm like algorithm in [11] is oriented to cutting calculations but it is more complicate in comparison 

with algorithm represented in [11]. Applying the derived transfer sequences for set V we may detect node v in 

which TC is inserted. Based on the result we may mask TC attack. 

 

4. Trojan Circuit masking 

 

If we suppose that Trojan Circuit is inserted not out of working are, we may mask it in the following 

way (Fig. 6). 

Here masking sub-circuit together with MUX and XOR are out of sequential circuit area. The sub-circuit 

implements the same function that the sub-circuit of the combinational part with output v*. When Trojan  

Circuit is triggered the proper output keeps the correct value. 

In the case of injecting Trojan circuit into out of working area we suggest the more simple way of 

masking (Fig. 7). The masking sub-circuit implements the function represented by BDD 
fR . Connecting the 

proper output with MUX we keep the correct behavior of a sequential circuit. 

MUX

Sequential 

circuit

.  .  .

v* Masking 

circuit (fv*)

.  .  .

Inputs

Output

 

Fig. 6. Masking TC scheme 

MUX

Sequential 

circuit

.  .  .

v* Masking 

circuit (Rf)

.  .  .

Inputs

Output

 

Fig. 7. Masking TC scheme inserted into out of working area 
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In this case we need STG description of the sequential circuit behavior and so we use MCNC [15] 

sequential benchmark circuits in KISS2 format for experiments. 

The set of circuits has been made from KISS2 format (from STG description) by 1-hot encoding of 

states and using a logic synthesis and optimization in ABC system [16]. 

For experiments we have limited to TCs which can be inserted into internal nodes with low controllability 

estimations without taking into consideration observability estimations. This approach is suited for any type 

of TC. When we know the type, we may use more simple BDDs 
fR and consequently to cut overhead. 

Experiments show that for each internal node with low controllability there exists rather short transfer 

sequence [11] triggering TC. For the benchmark circuits considered the transfer sequence lengths are not more 

than 8 (in average 1.1). 

Calculations of controllability estimations for internal nodes of combinational part of sequential circuits 

and the estimations out of working area are represented in Tables 6, 7. In these tables overhead estimations of 

masking sub-circuits corresponding to 10 nodes with lesser controllability estimations for each circuit are also 

presented. There are the  names of benchmarks (Circuits), numbers of gates (N_Gs), minimum nonzero values 

of controllability estimations (Min_VC), parts of gates (their output nodes) with values of controllability less 

or equal to 0.05 (%_Gs1), 0.005 (%_Gs2) and 0.0005 (%_Gs3) in percentage, sizes of minimum masking sub-

circuits as a percentage from initial circuit (%_Min) and  sizes of maximum masking sub-circuits as a percent-

age from initial circuit (%_Max) for 10 internal nodes with lesser controllability estimations. 

Benchmark circuits and masking sub-circuits are received in ABC and they consist of 2-input logic-gates. 

Table  6  

Experimental results for TC in working area 

Circuit N_Gs Min_VC %_Gs1 %_Gs2 %_Gs3 %_Min %_Max 

cse 145 0.0000305176 17.2 1.4 0.7 3.4 11.0 

dk14 102 0.03125 2.9 0.0 0.0 1.0 11.8 

dk16 142 0.015625 7.0 0.0 0.0 2.1 16.2 

ex1 176 0.0000305176 14.2 4.5 2.8 0.6 10.8 

keyb 193 0.00138255 16.1 1.6 0.0 1.0 33.2 

kirkman 126 0.0000305176 10.3 1.6 0.8 0.8 30.2 

sand 388 0.000000159256 10.1 2.8 0.8 0.3 12.9 

sse 88 0.000731945 10.2 1.1 0.0 2.3 23.9 

styr 305 0.000000953674 16.7 2.6 2.0 2.0 15.4 

tbk 669 0.000000000232831 21.5 3.9 2.2 0.4 6.0 

train11 44 0.03125 2.3 0.0 0.0 6.8 13.6 

Table  7  

Experimental results for TC out of working area 

Circuit N_Gs Min_VC %_Gs1 %_Gs2 %_Gs3 %_Min %_Max 

cse 145 0.000000238419 54.5 54.5 54.5 0.7 26.9 

dk14 102 0.000976562 58.8 34.3 0.0 2.0 14.7 

dk16 142 0.00000000186265 55.6 55.6 55.6 0.7 6.3 

ex1 176 0.000000178814 76.7 38.6 19.3 0.6 5.1 

keyb 193 0.0000000596046 58.5 58.5 58.5 0.5 9.8 

kirkman 126 0.000000476837 17.5 4.0 3.2 0.8 19.0 

sand 388 0.00000000000909495 52.8 52.8 52.8 0.3 1.5 

sse 88 0.0000038147 51.1 51.1 51.1 1.1 8.0 

styr 305 0.0000000000218279 58.4 58.4 58.4 0.3 11.5 

tbk 669 0.00000000000363798 60.7 60.7 60.7 0.1 23.8 

train11 44 0.000488281 59.1 15.9 2.3 4.5 13.6 

Masking TC with using out of working area requires as a rule smaller overhead (in average from 1.1%  

to 12.8%) in comparison with masking TC with using only structural description of a combinational part  

(in average from 1.9% to 16.8%). 
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Conclusion 

 

Possibilities of triggering TC are examined. The investigation is based on getting precise estimations of 

internal node controllability and observability by using structural combinational part description. The methods 

of getting precise estimations may be used for comparison with results of the different heuristic methods.  

The approach to TCs detection inserted out of working area may be applied when they are not detectable during 

sequential circuit verification and testing in working area. The experiments on benchmarks show applicability 

of the suggested approach. The techniques of masking TCs are proposed. Masking circuits overhead for chosen 

internal nodes of the benchmarks are acceptable. 
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Внедрение вредоносных подсхем (Trojan Circuits), которые могут разрушить логическую схему или обеспечить утечку 

конфиденциальной информации из системы, содержащей логическую схему, требует обнаружения таких подсхем и, если 

возможно, их маскирования. Мы предлагаем метод поиска множества полюсов последовательностной схемы, в которые могут 

быть вставлены вредоносные подсхемы. После моделирования последовательностной схемы на корректных входных 

последовательностях мы можем обнаружить вредоносную подсхему, если она присутствует, и замаскировать ее специальной 

подсхемой. Метод основан на применении точных (не эвристических) оценок управляемости и наблюдаемости внутренних 

полюсов, полученных с использованием структурного описания комбинационной составляющей последовательностной 

схемы. Эти оценки вычисляются с использованием микропрограммного описания автомата (STG) в предположении, что 

вредоносная подсхема может быть вставлена вне рабочей области функцонирования последовательнстной схемы, 

определенной спецификацией. Также используются алгоритмы поиска установочной последовательности для множества 

внутренних состояний. Для получения оценок управляемости и наблюдаемости, а также поиска усановочной последовательности 

используются сокращенные упорядоченные двоичные диаграммы решений (ROBDD-графы). Известно, что операции над 

ROBDD-графами имеют полиномиальную сложность. Следует учесть, что если вредоносные подсхемы вставлены вне 

рабочей области функционирования, то они не могут быть обнаружены как при верификации, так и при тестировании в 

рабочей области функционирования. Предложены методы маскирования вредоносных подсхем. 

 

 

 

 

 




